2009 Comparative & Experimental Medicine Research Symposium

Award Winners

Phi Zeta Excellence in Veterinary Clinical Research Award
Angela Lusby (Small Animal Clinical Sciences, Mentor: Dr. Claudia Kirk)

Research Assistant Professor Category
Award of Excellence: Seong Ho Lee (Pathobiology, Mentor: Dr. Seung Joon Baek)
Awards of Achievement: Xiaocun Sun (Nutrition, Mentor: Dr. Michael Zemel); Raul Almeida (Animal Science)

Research Associate Category
Awards of Excellence: Jason Hoverman (Forestry, Wildlife, & Fisheries); Louisa Rispoli (Animal Science, Mentors: Drs. Neal Schrick & Lannett Edwards)
Awards of Achievement: Christopher Stanley (ORNL); Scott Christopher Lenaghan (Mechanical, Aerospace, & Biomedical Engineering)

Intern/Resident Category
Awards of Excellence: Ferenc Tóth (Large Animal Clinical Sciences, Mentor: Dr. Nicholas Frank); Daniel Malcom (Pharmacy, Graduate School of Medicine, Mentor: Dr. Mary Ellen Cox)

Graduate Student Category
Awards of Excellence: Aarthi Sundararajan (Microbiology, Mentor: Dr. Mark Sangster); Dan Close (Genome Science & Technology Program, Mentor: Dr. Gary Sayler); Rebecca Payton (Animal Science, Mentor: Dr. Lannett Edwards); Ali Elliott (Animal Science, Mentor: Dr. Gina Pighetti)
Awards of Achievement: Mugdha Sukhthankar (Pathobiology, Mentor: Dr. Seung Joon Baek); Wei Jiang (University of Pennsylvania Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering, Mentor: Dr. Eric Boder); David Roper (Animal Science, Dr. Neal Schrick); Kelly Chameroy (Large Animal Clinical Sciences, Mentor: Dr. Nicholas Frank); Glenis Moore (Rising freshman veterinary student at UT, Mentor: Dr. Maria Prado)